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Section Hydrology and Water Resource.

PROSPECTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIAN’S SERIAL 

PRODUCTION OF SPRINKLING MACHINES

Hhi tor of Agricultural Sciences, Professor Olgarenko G.V.
I onlidatc of Technical Sciences, Leading Researcher Turapin S.S.
■f.i ral State Research Institution All-Russia Scientific and Research 
hnlilute for Irrigation and Farming Water Supply Systems “Raduga”, Russia

\ Its I'RACT
Ни article presents the results of monitoring the availability of the irrigation 

Seulpmenfs production in the Russian Federation. On the basis of the conducted 
Information and analytical studies, the data are presented on the structure of the 
In litation equipment park, taking into account the availability and supply of Russian and 
Imported equipment. A complex of engineering, technical, organisational and 
immagerial measures has been developed, which is aimed at providing agricultural 
producers with domestic irrigation equipment corresponding to the modern scientific 
Hid technical level of technology development in the world. The topical issue is not 
only carrying out developmental and technological works on the development of a 
•prinkler equipment’s new generation, which has the author’s priority of the Russian 
■deration, but also requires an integrated state policy which creates opportunities for 
the organisation and development of serial production for Russian machine-building 
enterprises of agro-industrial complex and will reduce the dependence of the industry of 
hind reclamation on imported technology.
keywords: irrigation technologies and equipment, sprinkling equipment, 
modernisation, reconstruction, research and development works.

INTRODUCTION
Agrarian production in the Russian Federation is carried out in difficult climatic 
uiiiditions: the lack of natural moisture is observed on 80% of arable land. Sustainable 
ngricultural production in the arid climatic zone of the Russian Federation can only be 
itchieved through the development of irrigated agricultural land [1,2].
An important risk factor for the further development of irrigated areas is the insufficient 
number of new Russian development projects on sprinkling equipment which were 
Introduced into production, in the presence of a significant proportion of foreign 
Irrigation equipment. It contradicts the requirements of technical and food security of 
Russia to give foreign companies the solution to the issues of the State Program for the 
agro-industrial complex’s development, in terms of construction, reconstruction and 
technical re-equipment of irrigation and drainage systems.
Therefore, it is very important not only to develop design documentation for the new 
generation sprinkler equipment, which has the author's priority of the Russian 
f ederation, but also requires an integrated State policy that creates opportunities for
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Russian engineering enterprises to organise and develop serial production, wit 
corresponds to the objectives of the State Program for the agro-industrial cotripli« 
development and will reduce dependence industry reclamation from impuf 
technology [3,4].

Federal State Research Institution All-Russia Scientific and Research Instium- 
Irrigation and Farming Water Supply Systems “Raduga” studies and monitor the m li 
condition, assess the technical level and the operation of irrigation and driilltf 
systems, addresses the development, production, implementation and operation 
irrigation equipment.

While the researches were conducting, the following methods were used as a scii'nllll* 
and methodological base: prospective developments of researches and prodmlM 
organisations, works of foreign and domestic scientists in the field of irrigiilliiM 
technologies and technical means; the results of scientific and technical activities in thf 
field of technology and irrigation technology, which were obtained under the guidnml 
and direct participation of the authors, during researches and development works ul i It» 
researchers of Federal State Research Institution All-Russia Scientific and Rcsom h 
Institute for Irrigation and Farming Water Supply Systems “Raduga” [3,5,6,7].

At the end of 2017, there are about 4.69 million hectares of irrigated land in Run* 
3.89 million hectares of agricultural production were actually used, 1.32 mlllltM 
hectares of land of the land-reclamation fund were actually watered [1].

Total of 6,393 sprinkler machines (58.3%) in Russia, out of 10,989 sprinkler rmuliliHlfl 
and installations, the Russian sprinkler equipment, including 3013 units of wide umg| 
sprinkler machines, such as wide sprinkling machine "Fregat" 2,966 machine* .« 
(46.4%) and wide electrified machine “Kuban” 47 machines or (0.73%). Sprinklm* 
front-type machines are up to only 1088 units, including the following equipim-itl 
sprinkler type machines such as twin console sprinkler TCS-100M - 513 machine-, 14 
(8,3 %); wide frontal sprinkler such as sprinkling wheel wide machine “Volzhankn 
575 machines or (8,9 %). There are 696 (10,8%) of hose drum sprinklers in total. 1 lien, 
are 609 machines or ( 8,75%) of stationary sprinklers with fast order rain-30. There l« 
also a sprinkling equipment which was produced in the 70s, morally and physically 
obsolete, only 918 units (14.3%), including: long-distance sprinkler machines such hi 
LDS-45, LDS-70, LDS-100, sprinkling plumes such as wide sprinkling machine. I lien, 
are only 144 sprinkler machines, including wide-sprinkling sprinkler machines ft| 
units, hose drum sprinklers - 76 units of new Russian sprinkling machines nil 
01/01/2018, the release of 2016 and 2017.

Imported sprinkling machines had a total of 2,414 units (22.1%) such as: wide-spivml 
electrified sprinkler machines - 952 units or (39.4%), including: wide-range circiiliu 
irrigation machines 839 pcs., frontal machines 113 pcs.; hose drum sprinklers 951 pi 1 
or 39.3%. Other sprinkler machines and installations are 511 pcs. or 21.3%.
Experience in implementing of the Program for the Land Reclamation’s Development 
showed that, in fact, for the period 2014-2017, only 369.3 thousand hectares of irrigitlnl 
land were put into operation through capital investments, including by implemenliiluiii 
years: in 2014 - 96.8 thousand hectares were introduced, including: irrigation - 91 1 
thousand hectares, drainage - 5.5 thousand hectares; in 2015 - 89.5 thousand hectiu. 
were introduced, including: irrigation - 80.8 thousand hectares, drainage - 8.7 thousand 
hectares; in 2016- 90.1 were introduced thousand hectares, including: irrigation - 8(. 1
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ihousand hectares, drainage - 3.6 thousand hectares; 101.1 thousand hectares of 
(«claimed land were introduced in 2017 [1,3].
11 ic structure of irrigated areas which was put into operation for 2014-2017 according to 
weighted average has the following character: wide sprinkler sprinklers - 56%; hose 
ilium sprinklers - 7.0%; irrigation kits - 1.0%; stationary systems - 0.5%; drip irrigation 
»i stems - about 12.0%; surface irrigation technology - up to 21.5%; outdated previous 
(H'neration sprinklers: wide sprinkling machine "Fregat” - 4,0 %; twin console
•prinkler TCS-100MA и LDS-70- 2,0 %.
I .iday, the commissioning of irrigated land is provided mainly by the supply of foreign 
li rigation equipment. 98 drum units were supplied to Russia for hose drum sprinklers in 
ЛИ 7. The main exporter is Italy, the share in exports is about 98.0%, including by 
firms: lRRlMEC-25.6%; OCMlS-16.7%; RM-22.2%; NETTUNO- 13.5%; IRTEC- 
11,5%. Total imports amounted to 1.637 million dollars.
In 2017, wide sprinkler machines (WSM) were supplied, total - 430 units. Major 
mippliers: Valley, Lindsay, TL, Reinke. Total imports is 27.560 million dollars.
Kussian manufacturers of irrigation equipment resumed mass production in 2015. 
Production of wide sprinkler machines (WSM) to 168 units for the whole period of 
,’1)16-2018 amounted: LLC “Agroidea” - in 2017 -  2 machines, in 2018- 8 machines; 
"Kazan Plant of Irrigation Technology” -  production was started in 2016, in 2017- 34 
machines, in 2018- 37 machines; JSC “SK.ZSK” produced 100 wide sprinkling 
machines for the years 2017-2018; LLC “BSG”, production was started in 2016: wide 
tprinkling machine "Fregat": in 2016 -  20 machines, in 2017 -  4 machines, in 2018 -  
,'() machines. They upgraded outdated models of sprinklers "Fregat" which are have the 
agricultural producers: in 2017 — 4 machines, in 2018 - 9 machines.
Manufacture of hose drum sprinklers is 78 units, for the whole period of 2016-2018, 
Including: LLC “Plant for Sprinkling Machines” -  in 2015-1  wide drum sprinkler, in 
2016 _ 14 wide drum sprinklers, in 2017 — 21 wide drum sprinklers, in 2018 — 22 wide 
drum sprinklers (“Harvest”); OJSC "Promtractor Wagon", the Concern "Tractor 
plants" -  from 2015 to 2017 год - 42 wide drum sprinklers, in 2018- 12 wide drum 
sprinklers (“Niagara”).
An analysis of the irrigation technology market shows that the share of imported 
sprinkling equipment is growing, because large-scale mass production of Russian 
sprinkling equipment has not been established last years, mainly due to the lack of high- 
quality design and technological documentation. Irrigated lands were put into operation 
lor all the years of the implementation of the Land Reclamation’s Development 
Program, mainly due to the supply of imported irrigation equipment, which is on 
average more than 95% of the total number of technical means for irrigated lands put 
Into operation.
The main problems which are hindering the development and widespread introduction 
of domestic irrigation equipment:

the absence of a well-established large-scale production of high-quality irrigation 
equipment (at the level of world standards) and, accordingly, specialised sales centers 
(pre-sales preparation) and after-sales service - production base;
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lack of working capital in small and medium agricultural prodm cu 
development of design and estimate documentation and the purchase ul 
equipment;

lit

- orientation of large agricultural producers on imported irrigation cqul|>Ml«fll 
technology;

- problems of training engineers, hydraulic engineers, mid-level technicians and wi 
in the production, installation, assembly of irrigation equipment.

Important negative factors which are hindering the development of domestic ..... It
are: unfair competition of foreign manufacturers - dumping offers front Ц 
manufacturers, including which are made in China under the brand of well к 
brands; lack of priority for the Russian manufacturer in the allocation of siili’ildlw 
the purchase of sprinkler equipment, as a part of the Program for the develu|iiiiH| 
land reclamation; negative reputation of domestic sprinkler technology, due In «.*; 
manufacturers who supplied low quality sprinkler machines, without subsequent *.,. 
and left the market in consequence; lack of experience in research and pi...l.:;* 
activities in the development and organisation of irrigation equipment’s prndial 
promotion of sprinkling equipment on the market.

The tasks of creating and developing domestic production cannot be solved uni t In 
field of researching and development, but should be solved systematically with 
implementation of a single complex of organisational, production, institutii 
personnel problems and require appropriate scientific, methodological and ic ).hI,h 
support, development of material technical and resource base of scienti I it 
educational and operational organisations of machine-building enterprises.
It is necessary to have in the industry an appropriate regulatory, methoduluyl^fl 
scientific and material-technical base, developed infrastructure, highly qualified lulus 
resources, socio-economic conditions and sustainable funding under certain cniuliimui 
for the technical support of irrigated lands and the effective implementation of the ml. 
program for the development of land reclamation,.

Regulatory issues are resolved, subject to adjustment of the Russian Federation I ms 
Land Reclamation’s development of technical regulations and industry standards Inf 
activities in the ameliorative complex, technical regulations on the safety of hind 
reclamation systems and hydraulic structures, preparation of standards harmonised wIM 
the international standard system (ISO) regulations on technical regulation, rcgulutnM 
documents which are aimed at stimulating the construction of new and reconstruct ion f l  
existing reclamation systems and more efficient using of reclaimed land.

Regulatory and methodological support requires the development of regulatory iiihI 
procedural documentation for researches, development and technological works iiihI 
State tests of irrigation technology, certification systems for compliance with .«ft.. 
ecological requirements and monitoring of the technical level of land improvement 
systems methodological framework for the design, construction and operation of land 
reclamation systems with the mandatory introduction of new scientific technical 
developments.

Scientific and technical support for a unified scientific and technical policy and 
improvement of the quality of researches and development, state regulation and supp.nl 
for the development of new, competitive types of irrigation equipment which ar«
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Mgd to the natural and climatic conditions of the Russian Federation, include: a 
L)|ck of construction and installation works on reconstruction and restoration of 
Munition systems, modernisation of irrigation technology and hydraulic equipment; 
jMnving the operational reliability and safety of hydraulic structures, technical re- 
Mlpmcnt and modernisation of hydraulic structures.

к »  methods of solving the problem are: to reform the organisational structure of the 
Epltion’s system of land-reclamation facilities with the creation of regional 
Biinology parks and specialised operational bases that ensure high-quality repair and 
lu iik  nance work; to create a pilot production sites (ranging from 30 to 50 hectares) in 
bilmis federal districts of the Russian Federation for the development of optimal 
Eylgittion technologies; to train and information support for agricultural producers, 
I  vice, quality assessment and certification of equipment, both domestic and foreign, 
Mil> h are supplied to farms; to develop the human resources in the sector of land 

Initiation and water management, which includes housing construction and the 
Cf«llon of training complexes for the training and retraining of engineering and 
fencing personnel; to form the State order for the specialty of hydraulic engineer and 
lii1 i lulic engineering; to create low-cost places in the State Agrarian Universities.

l (INCLUSION
development of domestic production and the creation of competitive irrigation 

Ljllpment are associated with the implementation of a full cycle of scientific researches 
mil experimental development, the solution of issues of widespread introduction of 
domestic irrigation equipment. Comprehensive measures of State support are needed to 
.olve the problems of creating and developing domestic production, which are viewed 
In the implementation of areas related to the development of land-improvement and 
и lentific-technical infrastructure and strengthening the material and technical base of 
it Iciltific institutions, as well as stimulating domestic production and creating a 
liivorable competitive environment for domestic producers irrigation equipment.
Supporting of agricultural producers who commission or exploit reclaimed lands, can be 
Implemented in the following areas:

it is necessary to focus on the centralised acquisition of domestic irrigation equipment;
. State subsidies give for the irrigation projects with domestic irrigation equipment. To 
Increase the share of state subsidies by 20-25% for high-tech investment reclamation 
projects;
. to form especially favorable conditions for small agricultural enterprises in the field of 
leusing irrigation equipment (reduced percentage or compensation of a part of funds for 
equipment leasing, a leasing period lasts at least 10 years);
• toughen the responsibility of agricultural producers for the quality and technical level 
of design solutions and construction of irrigation systems, obligate to provide reports on 
Indicators of the exploitation’s efficiency of reclaimed lands and restore the form of 
vlutistical reporting on production on reclaimed lands and the technical conditions of 
Irrigation systems.
There is no alternative to state supporting of domestic production, only with the active 
participation of the federal legislative and executive bodies of the Russian Federation 
which is aimed at developing of public-private partnerships, ensuring comprehensive
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organisation of researches, production and training activities, strengthening ill* 
production base. It can be created a cardinal solution and practical using of resoiitiff 
saving, environmentally safe Russian irrigation technology generation corresponding hi 
the world level of technology development, which will eliminate the dependence мм 
imports and improve the food security of the country..
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